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ABSTRACT
Magnetic activity changes the gravito-acoustic modes of solar-like stars and in particular their
frequencies. There is an angular-degree dependence that is believed to be caused by the non-
spherical nature of the magnetic activity in the stellar convective envelope. These changes in
the mode frequencies could modify the small separation of low-degree modes (i.e. frequency
difference between consecutive quadrupole and radial modes), which is sensitive to the core
structure and hence to the evolutionary stage of the star. Determining global stellar parameters
such as the age using mode frequencies at a given moment of the magnetic activity cycle could
lead to biased results. Our estimations show that in general these errors are lower than other
systematic uncertainties, but in some circumstances they can be as high as 10% in age and of a
few percent in mass and radius. In addition, the frequency shifts caused by the magnetic activity
are also frequency dependent. In the solar case this is a smooth function that will mostly be
masked by the filtering of the so-called surface effects. However the observations of other stars
suggest that there is an oscillatory component with a period close to the one corresponding to
the acoustic depth of the He II zone. This could give rise to a misdetermination of some global
stellar parameters, such as the helium abundance. Our computations show that the uncertainties
introduced by this effect are lower than the 3% level.
Keywords: stars , asteroseismology , stellar magnetic activity , KIC 8006161, KIC 9139163
1 INTRODUCTION
Stars located below the instability strip in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram have external convective zones
and are usually called solar-like stars. Turbulent motions inside these convective layers excite gravito-
acoustic modes [1] that are used in asteroseismology to characterize the internal structure and dynamics of
the stars. With the development of continuous (from months to years) high-precision photometry from space
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with several missions such as CoRoT [2], Kepler [3], K2 [4], and TESS [5] hundreds of main-sequence
stars and dozens of thousands red giants have been observed.
For many of these solar-like stars, the fundamental parameters have been estimated using the seismic
measurements. Using the so-called “global asteroseismic scaling relations” [e.g. 6, 7, 8], masses and
radii are obtained with a typical precision of 10% and 5% respectively [e.g. 9]. These estimates are
model-independent because they rely on three observables: the effective temperature of the star, Teff , the
frequency of the maximum power where the modes are located, νmax, and the large frequency spacing,
∆ν. The observed data from the Sun and other stars are used as references. Better results can be obtained
using stellar models to derive mass, radius, and also age. In the case of grid-based modeling, when fitting
spectroscopic observables and global seismic parameters all together to a pre-calculated grid of models,
we can reach a precision better than 3% in radius, 6% in mass, and 23% in age [10]. The improvement
is even better when incorporating the information from the individual mode frequencies with systematic
uncertainties of 1% in radius, 3% in mass, and 15% in age [e.g. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
The precision reached by the asteroseismic inferences when the information of the individual modes is
used, is among the best for field stars. Therefore, they are particularly interesting for other research fields
such as galactic-archaeology studies [e.g. 17, 18, 19] as well as to properly characterize the exoplanet
radius through the transit method [e.g. 20, 21, 22].
The combined action of convection and differential rotation in main-sequence solar-like stars can produce
magnetic fields of dynamo origin [e.g. 23]. Under the action of stellar winds, stars of masses below
∼ 1.4M slow down during their evolution [e.g. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Sometimes, these magnetic fields
change regularly, producing magnetic cycles similar to the eleven-year cycle of the Sun in which the poles
change polarity, requiring 22 years to complete a full magnetic cycle. The perturbations induced by the
magnetic fields modify the properties of the acoustic modes measured in the Sun [e.g. 29, 30, 31] and in
other stars [e.g. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. In particular, mode frequencies are shifted towards higher frequencies
as the magnetic cycle evolves towards the maximum activity.
The shifts in the mode frequencies can introduce systematic errors in the inferred global stellar parameters,
specially if the star is only observed during the maximum of an on-going magnetic activity cycle. However,
if the frequency shifts induced by the magnetic field smoothly increase with the frequency, as it is in fact
the dominant change in the Sun, this effect will be partially or perhaps mostly masked by the filtering of
the so-called surface effects (see [37] where the time variation in the surface term due to the solar activity
cycle was analyzed in detail).
Such filtering is required at present in any model fitting procedure to deal with the unknown physics of
the upper layers of the star [e.g. 38, 39]. This is perhaps one of the reasons why these potential systematic
uncertainties have not drawn great attention to the asteroseismic community.
However, there are additional terms in the frequency shifts induced by the magnetic activity, already
present in the Sun and that seem to be more important in other stars. As it is going to be described below, the
magnitude of the shifts in some stars not only are much larger than in the Sun but the shifts of the different
low-degree modes are clearly different. This can introduce a bias in the stellar parameter determination.
Moreover, as uncovered by [40], in some stars the variation of the frequency shifts with frequency does not
follow a simple smooth function but has a more sinusoidal shape, suggesting that the magnetic perturbation
is occurring in deeper layers compared to the Sun. This frequency changes are not filtered with the surface
correction terms.
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In this paper we study the impact of both effects in the extraction of the global stellar parameters providing
additional uncertainties that takes into account these biases induced by the magnetic field on the frequencies.
The observed and simulated data used are described in Section 2 whereas in Section 3 we explain in detail
the frequency shifts considered in this work. In Section 4 we describe the methodology used to perform the
model fitting. The results are discussed in Section 5 and some conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2 OBSERVED AND SIMULATED DATA
We have selected two main-sequence stars studied by [40] and that show frequency changes due to
magnetic activity. The first one is KIC 8006161 that has about 1M and a radiative core. The second one
is KIC 9139163 which is a more massive star, of about 1.4M, and presumably with a convective core.
The former star seems an ideal choice for a solar analog because it has a large range of detected modes,
including some ` = 3, and it shows frequency changes correlated with the photometric magnetic activity
that depends on angular degree ` [35] and frequency ν [40]. The frequency range of the acoustic modes
detected in KIC 9139163 is smaller, but it corresponds to the typical number of modes we have for an F8
main-sequence star without mixed modes. This star is still perfect for our analysis as it shows both angular
degree and frequency dependent shifts (see [35] and [40] respectively). The spectroscopic parameters
and frequency sets used for both stars are given in Table 1. For KIC 8006161 the full set of frequencies
reported by [41] includes ` = 0 modes with radial orders in the range n = 15 − 30, ` = 1 modes with
n = 13− 29, ` = 2 modes with n = 15− 29 and ` = 3 modes with n = 19− 24. For KIC 9139163 the
range of frequencies considered was: ` = 0, n = 11− 29, ` = 1, n = 11− 29 and ` = 2, n = 10− 28 .
The values of the frequency of maximum power νmax and the large separation ∆ν were not used in the
fitting procedure but are indicated in Table 1 for guidance.
The effect or bias that magnetic activity can introduce on the determination of the fundamental stellar
parameters will be influenced by the observational constraints (spectroscopic and asteroseismic inputs) and
the stellar evolution and oscillation codes considered (underlying physics, free parameters considered, etc.).
Since observations and theoretical models can be improved in the near future we have found convenient to
partially remove such effects by considering in addition to the real stars, two models as proxy stars. They
are constructed from the best-fit model for each star (obtained as indicated in Section 4). We used the
output of the best-fit model as input parameter for computing the frequencies of the corresponding proxy
star. In the minimization procedure the same set of (n, `) modes were considered. Although these proxies
will be free of systematic errors other than the bias introduced by the frequency shifts from the simulated
magnetic activity (to be discussed in the next section), assuming these targets free of observed errors would
be unrealistic. So we have adopted the criteria described below.
Considering the theoretical frequencies for the proxies would assume that near-future models will
introduce systematic errors much lower than the observed ones. Presumably this would not be the case
due to the complex physics required to model the upper layers both in the stellar structure models and in
the oscillation laws for sonic, turbulent, non-adiabatic motions. Although some progress has already been
done for improving the physics of the uppermost layers (e.g. [42]), we can only expect that in the coming
years surface effects would introduce diminished discrepancies between theoretical and observational
frequencies, but remaining higher than the observational errors. Hence it is convenient that our proxy
stars include some departure from the models which gives rise to similar surface effects. In particular we
computed the eigenfrequencies of the proxy stars with a different surface boundary condition, namely
δP = 0 rather than the standard match to the analytical solution for an isothermal atmosphere at the top
of the model. Blue points in Figure 1 correspond to the differences between the proxy stars (the same
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models with δP = 0 as boundary condition) and the model frequencies (computed with the standard
boundary conditions). Upper panel is for KIC 8006161 and bottom panel for KIC 9139163. As expected
these differences show a typical smooth frequency function with δω → 0 as ω → 0 as any other surface
effect. In the same figure we have compared such effect with the surface terms found for the actual stars
after the standard model fit procedure detailed in the Section 4 was carried out. The red points correspond
to the differences between the observed frequencies and the ones from the best models. Note that in our
simulation the surface errors are of opposite sign but we have not found any indication of this being relevant
in the final results.
Regarding the frequency errors in the proxies we have considered two cases: one case with the observed
errors and the other one with half of the errors. Similarly, theoretical spectroscopic parameters were used
but with errors half the observed ones for each star; these inputs are indicated in Table 1. The error in
the frequencies are given by a combination of the frequency resolution, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
spectrum, and the width of the modes (see e.g. [43], [44]). Maintaining the width and the SNR constant the
error will be reduced as
√
T where T is the length of the observations. Thus, to reduce the error by a factor
of 2, it is necessary to measure 4 times longer.
3 FREQUENCY SHIFTS INDUCED BY THE MAGNETIC ACTIVITY
3.1 Range of frequency shifts observed in main-sequence stars from Kepler
In [35], temporal variations of the mode frequencies were measured for 87 solar-like stars observed by
Kepler . Significant frequency shifts were found for more than half of the stars. Within the sample, the
observed absolute frequency shifts vary between 0 and 2.2µHz with a median value of 0.15µHz.
As modes of different angular degree are sensitive to different latitudes and, in principle, magnetic activity
is not uniformly distributed over the stellar surface, the frequency shifts for the radial and non-radial modes
are not expected to be the same. In fact based on the results of [35], the difference between the frequency
shifts for l = 0 and l = 1 modes is found to increase with effective temperature. However, we note that
the mode frequencies are less accurately determined for hotter stars than cooler stars. Also, generally, the
number of visible modes decreases with effective temperature. Figure 2 shows the median difference in the
frequency shifts as a function of the effective temperature for the 87 Kepler targets. The stars KIC 8006161
and KIC 9139163 are highlighted as they are the focus of this study.
Figure 3 shows frequency shift differences between radial and non-radial modes as a function of time
for the two stars considered in this work. Data were taken from [35]. The red points correspond to the
difference between the frequency shifts of l = 0 and l = 1 modes whereas the blue points are the difference
between the l = 0 and l = 2 modes. Although not shown in the figure, we note that for KIC 8006161 the
mean frequency shift of the radial oscillations remains almost constant in the first half of the observed
period (for the first 800 days) and then monotonically increases with time (where magnetic activity is
increasing). From Figure 3 it seems that at this later stage of the activity cycle the shifts of the non-radial
modes are systematically higher than the radial ones by tenths of µHz whereas in the first period the shift
of the non-radial modes is similar or lower than for the radial ones. As shown in Figure 2 the range in
the median differences between the shifts of the l = 0 and l = 1 modes for KIC 9139163 is higher, but
from Figure 3 we can see that the periods when the non-radial shifts remain systematically higher or
systematically lower than the radial ones are shorter. As a conclusion we can expect that frequency modes
determined from observed periods of few hundreds of days can introduce differences in the frequency
shifts between radial and non-radial modes of a few tenths of µHz.
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3.2 Frequency shifts implemented in this work
We have considered two different kinds of frequency shifts that can bias the determination of the stellar
parameters based on standard stellar codes. The first one is a frequency-dependent shift. As indicated in
the introduction this kind of shift was observed in the Sun long time ago but has also been detected in
other stars. In the Sun, the frequency dependence of the normalized frequency shifts Inlδνnl where Inl is
the mode inertia of the mode with radial order n and degree l (see [45] for a definition of mode inertia),
has a dominant smooth term, and hence its effects on the determination of the model parameters will be
mostly masked by the filtering of the unknown surface term. However, as commented before, following
the work by [40], in other stars there are some indications that the frequency dependence could include an
oscillatory term with a period that could correspond to the acoustical depth of the He II zone. This term in
general is not filtered out in the model fitting procedure.
To introduce these frequency shifts in our simulation we follow [33] and [40] and consider a fit to the
observed normalized frequency shifts of the form
Inl
δνnl
νnl
→ A0 + A1 cos
(
2ωτ + ϕ
)
, (1)
where ω = 2ν is the angular frequency and τ the acoustical depth representative of the perturbation induced
by the magnetic activity. Mode inertias Inl are interpolated from the best-fit models. In principle there are a
total of four parameters to be fitted A0, A1, τ and ϕ. However, to minimize the errors, the mean values
of the frequency shifts between adjacent l = 0 and l = 1 modes were considered in [40] and here we
proceed in the same way. As a consequence of the small number of frequencies available, determining τ
strongly depends on the initial values considered. Therefore the parameter τ was fixed to τHeII, the acoustic
depth of the He II ionization zone given in Table 2 for each star, and, hence, a simple linear fit with the
parameters A0, A1 and ϕ was considered. The normalized frequency shifts thus corrected by the mode
inertia were shown in Figure 10 of [40] for KIC 8006161 and other stars. We show in Fig. 4 the absolute
frequency shifts, δν, for our target stars (red points with yerror bars). The range of frequencies for which
frequency shifts could be determined in [40] is much smaller than the full set of frequencies used in the
modelling and indicated above. Hence, we extrapolate the function given by Eq. 1 to the full range of
observed frequencies, resulting in the shifts represented by the black points in Fig. 4.
We should be aware that the frequency shifts derived from the Kepler mission correspond to differences
between the maximum and minimum of the magnetic activity observed in the Kepler data, hence,they do
not necessarily correspond to differences between maximum and minimum of the stellar activity cycle. In
order to consider different situations, we have taken changes in the amplitude of the oscillation component
from −5A1 to 5A1, A1 being the value derived from the fit for each star as given in Eq. 1. In Section 5,
where we show the results, we will see that the highest amplitudes turn out to be very large, but they cannot
be rejected a priori.
The second kind of frequency shifts considered is an `-dependent frequency shift consistent with the
observed values shown above. Specifically, in our simulation we have assumed that the observations are
done at a given moment of the magnetic activity cycle with a time duration of at least several months. Here
we add an `-dependent frequency shift δν` to the term δνn` = A0νnl/Inl defined in Eq. 1 and representing
an overall frequency increase with magnetic activity. We consider different cases, each one with a constant
shift of δν = 0.2f µHz for the ` = 0 and δν = −0.1f µHz for the non-radial oscillations, where f is a
free parameter that goes from −1.5 to 1.5. This means that in the simulation the difference between the
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radial and non-radial frequency shifts can be as large as ±0.45µHz. As noted above for a hot star like
KIC 9139163 the shifts can be even higher (larger than 1µHz) but such differences should be partially
averaged out if periods longer than about 100 days are considered.
4 FITTING PROCEDURE
Model fitting is based on a grid of stellar models evolved from the pre-main sequence to the TAMS using
the MESA code [46], [47], [48], version 10 398. The OPAL opacities [49], the GS98 metallicity mixture
[50] and the exponential prescription for the overshooting given by [51] were used, otherwise the standard
input physics from MESA was applied. Eigenfrequencies were computed in the adiabatic approximation
using the ADIPLS code [52].
As specifically implemented in MESA, the overshooting formulation corresponds to that introduced by
[51] and it is a simplified version of the formulation given by [53]. Here the overshooting parameter fov is
defined by the equation
Dov = D0 exp
(−2z
Hv
)
; Hv = fovHp , (2)
where Dov is the diffusion coefficient, D0 the diffusion coefficient at the transition layer between the
standard convection zone and its overshooting extension, z is the distance from this transition layer, Hv
the velocity scale height of the overshooting convective elements at z = 0, and Hp the pressure scale
height at the same point. To establish the transition layer, first the Schwarzschild criterium is used to
determine the edge of the convection zone and then the z = 0 point is shifted a radius 0.01Hp (or fovHp/2
if fov < 0.02) into the convection zone where D0 is computed. From z = 0 and towards the radiative zone,
the overshooting formulation is used. For convective cores lower than 0.001 stellar masses overshooting is
never added. The same fov value was used for the core and the envelope and throughout the evolutionary
sequence.
Different grids of models were used for each star. For KIC 8006161 (and the related proxy) the grid is
composed of evolution sequences with massesM from 0.94M to 1.06M with a step of ∆M = 0.005M,
initial abundances [M/H] from −0.12 to 0.40 with a step of 0.05 and mixing length parameters α from 1.5
to 2.2 with a step of ∆α = 0.1. Since these stars are expected to have convective core only at the beging of
the main sequence, and adding overshooting can cause longer lived convective cores, no overshooting was
considered in this case.
The initial metallicity Z and helium abundance Y were derived from [M/H], constrained by taking a
Galactic chemical evolution model with ∆Y/∆Z = (Y − Y0)/Z fixed. Assuming a primordial helium
abundance of Y0 = 0.249 and initial solar values of Y = 0.2744 and Z = 0.0191 (consistent with the
opacities and GS98 abundances considered above) a value of ∆Y/∆Z = 1.33 is obtained. A surface solar
metallicity of (Z/X) = 0.0229 was used to derive values of Z and Y from the [M/H] interval.
For a typical evolutionary sequence in the initial grid, we save about 100 models from the ZAMS to the
TAMS. Owing to the very rapid change in the dynamical time scale of the models, tdyn = (R3/GM)1/2,
such grid is too coarse in the time steps. Nevertheless, the dimensionless frequencies of the p-modes change
so slowly that interpolations between models introduce errors much lower than the observational ones.
This procedure was discussed in more detail in [54] and was found safe and consumes relatively less time.
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For KIC 9139163 the procedure is similar except that the grid is composed of masses from 1.32M to
1.60M with a step of ∆M = 0.01M and initial abundances [M/H] from −0.10 to 0.40 with a step of
0.05 . In this case overshooting was included, the parameter fov goes from 0 to 0.04 with a step of 0.01.
A χ2 minimization, including p-mode frequencies and spectroscopic data, was applied to the grid of
models. The general procedure is similar to that described in [54], but for these stars all the eigenfrequencies
are approximately in the p-mode asymptotic regime and hence a simplified procedure can be done.
Specifically we minimize the function
χ2 =
1
3
(
χ2freq + χ
2
dyn + χ
2
spec
)
. (3)
Regarding the spectroscopic parameters, we have included the effective temperature Teff the surface
gravity log g, the surface metallicity Z/X , and the luminosity L. Thus
χ2spec =
1
4
[(
δTeff
σTeff
)2
+
(
δ(Z/X)
σZX
)2
+
(
δg
σg
)2
+
(
L
σL
)2]
, (4)
where δTeff , δ(Z/X), δg and δL correspond to differences between the observations and the models
whereas σTeff , σZX , σg and σL are their respective observational errors. Their values are given in Table 1.
The term χ2freq in Eq. (3) corresponds to the frequency differences between the models and the
observations after removing a smooth function of frequency in order to filter out surface effects not
considered in the modelling. This surface term is computed only using radial oscillations, and after scaling
the frequency differences with the dimensionless energy Inl, namely,
In0
δωn0
ωn0
→ S(ω) = B0 +
k∑
i=1
BiPi(x) , (5)
where Bi are constant coefficients, Pi a Legendre polynomial of order i, and x corresponds to ω linearly
scaled to the interval [−1, 1]. A value of k = 2 was adopted for the same reason than in [54].
Whence the surface term is determined, we consider radial as well as non-randial modes for computing
the corresponding minimization function
χ2freq =
1
N − k − 1
N∑
j=1
(
δωj/ωj − I−1j S(ωj)
σωj
)2
, (6)
where j = 1, . . . N runs for all the modes and σωj is the relative error in the frequency ωj .
The term I−1j S(ωj) subtracted to the relative frequency differences in Eq. 6 includes a constant coefficient
which contains information on the mean density of the star. In fact, introducing the dynamical time tdyn =
(R3/GM)1/2 one has δωn0/ωn0 = δtdyn/tdyn + δσn0/σn0 where σnl = ωnl/tdyn are the dimensionless
frequencies. As in [54] we restore it in the minimization procedure adding a new χ2 term, but increasing
the error compared to the formal one derived from individual frequencies since this term can also include
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some influence from surface effects as discussed in [54]. Specifically we introduce the quantity
χ2dyn =
(
B0 −B00
σB0
)2
, (7)
where B00 is an offset fixed such that νmodel − νobs would be positive within errors for the lower radial
modes. The parameter σB0 is the error associated to B0 and was taken as σB0 = B00 . Typically we found
values σB0 ∼ 10−3, at least one order of magnitude higher than the formal error found in a typical fit to
Eq. (5).
To estimate the uncertainty in the output parameters we assumed normally distributed uncertainties for
the observed frequencies, for σB0 , and for the spectroscopic parameters. We then search for the model with
the minimum χ2 in every realization and compute mean values and standard deviations.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Best-fit model without frequency shifts
We computed the best-fit model as described above for the two real stars and for the proxy stars using as
input the spectroscopic parameters of Table 1 and, for the real stars, the observed frequencies and, for the
proxies, the theoretical frequencies modified according to the description of Section 2 respectively. Table 2
summarizes the results for the two stars and their proxies for the case where no frequency changes due to
magnetic activity are added. The first row corresponds to KIC 8006161 and the second one to its proxy. As
it can be seen, the results have slightly lower errors for the proxy than for the actual star. The third row
corresponds also to the proxy but in this case the frequency and spectroscopic errors were halved. As it can
be seen in Table 2 the resulting uncertainties in the stellar parameters are reduced by the same order of
magnitude. Finally, for KIC 8006161 we have also carried out a similar fit but considering only a subset of
modes with ` < 3 and frequencies in the central range, with the lowest frequency errors, namely, ` = 0
modes with n = 17 − 26, ` = 1 modes with n = 15 − 27 and ` = 2 modes with n = 15 − 22 (the full
frequency set was given in the first paragraph of section 2). The resulting model parameters are shown in
the last row of Table 2, and we can conclude that the estimated uncertainties are similar to those in the first
row where the full set of frequencies were considered.
Rows 5, 6, and 7 in Table 2 correspond to KIC 9139163, its proxy and its proxy with halved frequency
errors. Here the results are similar in all the cases. The most relevant differences between the star and its
proxy are the χ2 values, which are higher for the observations. This could be the result of the approximations
and uncertainties of the physics considered in the evolution codes. Some of these discrepancies between
models and observations can come from the magnetic activity and in principle one could wonder if
frequency shifts induced by the magnetic activity could be detectable through higher χ2 values compared
to other stars of the same type.
5.2 Adding the frequency shifts
We then added the frequency shifts with the `-dependent frequency shift and with the frequency dependent
shift. The merit functions, χ2, are shown in Fig. 5 where panel A (resp. C) corresponds to KIC 8006161
(resp. KIC 913916) with the shift that depends on ` and panel B (resp. D) corresponds to KIC 8006161
(resp. KIC 913916) where the shift varies with frequency. On the one hand, for the `-dependent cases
the X-axis corresponds to the difference in µHz between the radial and non radial modes. For instance
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a value of 0.3µHz corresponds to a shift of δν = 0.2µHz for the radial oscillations and δν = −0.1µHz
for non-radial oscillations. In addition a constant shift was also included as indicated in section 3.2. The
circles with error-bars at x = 0 correspond to shifts that only include the constant term whereas the crosses
at x = 0 correspond to the results without frequency shifts.
On the other hand for the ν-dependent cases the X-axis is the amplitude A1 of the oscillatory function
introduced in Eq. 1, as factors of the actual values found for each star (see Figure 4 for a graphic
representation of the frequency shifts corresponding to x-values of 1 in panels B and D of Figure 5). At
x = 0 there are again two values per star: the circle which include the A0 term and the cross corresponding
to the result without frequency shifts.
Let us consider the simulations in panel A. The red points correspond to the χ2 values obtained by adding
the frequency shifts to the actual stellar data and errors. In this case χ2 increases with the absolute value
of the frequency shift introduced but the changes are within errors and could hardly indicate an incorrect
fit even for the highest values (frequency shifts of 0.45µHz). For the proxy star with the same frequency
errors (green points) we obtain a similar behaviour. However for the proxy star with half the frequency
errors (blue points) the χ2 values clearly increase even when only the constant shift is considered; for
frequency shifts higher than 0.3µHz they are above the 1-σ level. These kind of frequency shifts is within
the range of observed values as shown in Section 3, but presumably they will be only present at a given
time of the magnetic activity.
The results for the frequency-dependent shifts (panel B of Figure 5) show that for the extreme changes
(that is an oscillatory frequency shift with an amplitude 5 times those observed in KIC 8006161) even when
considering the actual stellar parameters and errors (red points) the χ2 increases significantly. For the proxy
with half the errors (blue points) even amplitudes of 2.5A1 could lead to an incorrect model fit.
For KIC 9139163 the results on the oscillatory dependent term are similar (panel D) to the first star,
however for the `-dependent case (panel C) it seems that an acceptable fit is always obtained.
As a conclusion, an analysis based on the merit function χ2 cannot identify a bad model fit if we introduce
a ν-dependent shift with an amplitude A1 for the oscillatory component smaller that 2.5 times the observed
one. On the other hand, any value considered in this work for the `-dependent shift can be identified as a
bad fit, except for the ∼ 1M case (KIC 8006161) and assuming frequencies errors half the observed ones.
5.3 `-dependent frequency shifts
Despite the different χ2 values found above, the stellar parameters derived for the proxy with the full
errors and half errors gives very similar results, so from now on we will only show results for the proxy
with half the actual errors.
We first derived the stellar parameters from the minimization procedure after introducing the `-dependent
frequency shift (see Figure 6 for KIC 8006161). For some of the parameters the changes induced by the
frequency shifts are higher than the formal uncertainties. In particular for the age we find a clear trend with
a decrease of ∼ 3.5% every 0.1µHz of increase in the difference between the frequency shifts of radial and
non-radial modes. Thus, for such a star where different ` are experiencing different frequency shifts due to
magnetic activity, the age estimate can be more than 10% away from the real age of the star. This can be
compared with the uncertainties of 3% when using the the actual frequencies and errors as well as the 1%
uncertainty for the proxy with half frequency errors. Qualitatively, these results can be understood in terms
of the associated change in the small separation that when using spherically symmetric models can only be
interpreted in terms of changes in the stellar core. For the mass and radius the changes are smaller, of the
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same size than typical (formal) uncertainties. Specifically there is an increase of ∼ 1% per 0.1µHz in the
mass and of ∼ 0.3% per 0.1µHz in the radius that are of the same order as the formal uncertainties given
in Table 2.
Fig. 7 shows the results when an `-dependent frequency shift is introduced in the eigenfrequencies
of KIC 9139163. In this case, the frequency shifts do not change the results by more than the formal
uncertainties, except perhaps for the overshooting parameter fov for which we find changes of 0.02, above
the 1-σ level.
5.4 frequency dependent shifts
Let us now consider the frequency dependent changes discussed in Section 3. In Fig.8 we show the results
for KIC 8006161. Remember that in this case X-axis correspond to the amplitude A1 in Eq. 1 in times the
A1 value derived from the observations. There are two points with A1 = 0, the cross corresponding to the
modes without any frequency shift (A0 = 0 in Eq. 1) and the dot corresponding to a frequency shift with
the constant coefficient A0 6= 0 derived by [40] but with the oscillatory term removed.
In this case, the changes in the age estimate are within the error bars. However, there is a clear increasing
trend in the mass, radius, and initial helium abundance. Specifically by taking A1 equals to the observed
value, the age decreases by 0.4%, the mass increases by ∼ 0.6%, the radius by ∼ 0.15%, and the helium
abundance by ∆Yini ∼ 0.002 (1%). These numbers are in practice below typical errors and could hardly
be discriminated from other source of errors. In principle for large oscillatory amplitudes (higher values
of A1) the changes could be more relevant, ∆Yini ∼ 0.01 (5%). However, as discussed early, these larger
changes would result in high χ2 values, which would allow us to identify an incorrect model fit.
Figure 9 shows the results for KIC 9139163. In this case the frequency shifts introduced do not change
the results by more than the formal uncertainties though like KIC 8006161, similar trends in the age, mass,
and radius can be seen.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Quantifying the influence of the frequency shifts caused by the magnetic activity on the determination of
the stellar parameters with asteroseismic techniques cannot be expressed with a simple mathematical rule
because most of the techniques rely on some kind of model fitting that includes different constraints on a
multiple parameter problem. For instance, quite different results could be obtained if one deals with the
overshooting by introducing a free parameter or if it is fixed a priori. The same can be true when considering
the helium and metallicity abundances, they can be implemented as two independent parameters or they
can be coupled through a ∆Y/∆Z enrichment law. Moreover, if rather than a direct comparison between
observed and theoretical frequencies, derived quantities are used to determine some specific parameters
(e.g. see [55] for using the acoustic glitches to determine the helium abundance) then the sensibility to the
magnetic perturbations can also be different. In this work we have not tried to consider a broad range of
situations but rather limit the analysis to some few examples, which we believe can be representative of
some model fitting procedures. Although generalizing our quantitative results to other cases should not
be correct, we hope that our results can at least serve as order-of-magnitude guidance for a large range of
cases.
If observations are limited to periods of months, magnetic activity can cause mode frequencies to depart
from their raw values by tenths of µHz or even more. We found that an `-dependent shift due to magnetic
activity similar to that reported in [35] can introduce errors in the age of the order of 10% at most, and
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of a few percents in the mass and radius. These figures can be higher than formal uncertainties and in
particular we found that the uncertainties were more relevant for the 1M example than for the 1.4M
case. In principle one can think that this result could be due to the different quality of the input parameters
in particular because KIC 8006161 has a larger range of frequencies, including some ` = 3 modes, but
we have checked that limiting the frequency modes of this star to a range similar to the observed one for
KIC 9139163 leads to very similar results. Hence it seems that the different positions in the HR-diagram
should be the cause of the higher influence of the magnetic activity on the determination of the stellar
parameters (relative to errors).
As long as surface uncertainties remain significant in the models, the frequency dependence of the
frequencies shifts induced by the magnetic activity would be partially masked by the filtering procedures
required in the modelling. However as shown by [40], the frequency shifts can include an oscillatory
component of a period similar to that corresponding to the acoustic depth of the He II zone, which would
not be suppressed by the surface filtering. These shifts can also give rise to a misdetermination of some
global stellar parameters, as for instance the helium abundance. But we have found that the uncertainties
introduced seem to be below the 3% level in all the parameter analyzed.
Reducing the uncertainties on the frequencies to half of the observed one improves the determination
of the stellar parameters in one of the cases (KIC 8006161) and potentially would allow to flag incorrect
determination of the best-fit model as they seem to have high χ2 values.
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Table 1. Input stellar parameters used for the modeling of each star and its proxy. The frequency of
maximum power νmax and the large separation ∆ν are in µHz. Individual frequencies are taken from [41].
star νmax ∆ν Teff log g [M/H] logL/L
KIC 8006161 3444 149.9 5325± 100 4.34± 0.3 0.28± 0.2 0.64± 0.04
PRO 8006161 5349± 50 4.49± 0.15 0.40± 0.1 0.62± 0.02
KIC 9139163 1730 81.2 6400± 84 4.20± 0.2 0.15± 0.09 3.88± 0.69
PRO 9139163 6460± 42 4.19± 0.1 0.255± 0.045 3.74± 0.35
Table 2. Stellar parameters derived for the modeled stars (KIC) and their proxies (PRO).
KIC χ2 R (R) M (M) Age (Gyr) Z/X τHeII (s)
KIC 8006161 2.0± 0.6 0.921± 0.003 0.961± 0.010 5.36± 0.18 0.047± 0.005 597± 2
PRO 8006161 σ 1.6± 1.1 0.920± 0.002 0.957± 0.006 5.27± 0.16 0.041± 0.004 598± 2
PRO 8006161 σ/2 2.4± 1.3 0.920± 0.001 0.958± 0.003 5.29± 0.06 0.043± 0.003 598± 2
KIC 8006161 0–2 2.1± 0.6 0.920± 0.003 0.957± 0.009 5.42± 0.17 0.045± 0.005 598± 2
KIC 9139163 1.8± 0.3 1.545± 0.010 1.356± 0.020 1.98± 0.12 0.034± 0.004 823± 12
PRO 9139163 σ 0.7± 0.2 1.544± 0.010 1.355± 0.021 1.97± 0.10 0.032± 0.003 819± 14
PRO 9139163 σ/2 0.8± 0.2 1.542± 0.009 1.352± 0.020 1.99± 0.09 0.030± 0.003 818± 9
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Figure 1. Frequency differences between the observations (resp. proxy stars) and the best-fit model are
represented with the red symbols (resp. blue symbols). The differences for the proxy stars are due to the
different boundary conditions used, as detailed in Section 2.
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Figure 2. Median absolute difference between the frequency shifts for l = 0 and l = 1 modes, |δνl=0 −
δνl=1|, as function of the effective temperature, Teff for the 87 solar-like stars in [35]. The red and green
stars mark KIC 8006161 and KIC 9139163 respectively.
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Figure 3. Frequency shift differences δν(` = 1) − δν(` = 0) (red points) and δν(` = 2) − δν(` = 0)
(blue points) as a function of time (in days) for KIC 8006161 (upper panel) and KIC 9139163 (lower panel).
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Figure 4. Frequency-dependent shifts introduced in the simulations for both stars. Red symbols are the
observed frequency differences computed as reported in [40] for KIC 8006161 whereas black symbols
correspond to the full observed mode set used in the modelling.
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Figure 5. Merit function χ2 as a function of the frequency shift introduced for KIC 8006161 (upper panels)
and for KIC 9139163 (lowe panels). Here ` or ν indicates if the shift considered was ` or ν dependent.
Red points correspond to adding the frequency shifts to the actual stellar data, green points correspond to
adding the frequency shifts to the proxy with the same frequency errors and blue points correspond to the
proxy with half of the observed frequency errors. The magnitudes shown in the X-axes are explained in
Section 3.1 and 3.2 (see also Section 5.2).
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Figure 6. Stellar parameters derived from the minimization procedure as a function of the `-dependent
frequency shift introduced in the frequencies. Red points are for KIC 8006161 whereas blue points
corresponds to the proxy.
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Figure 7. Stellar parameters derived from the minimization procedure as a function of the `-dependent
frequency shift introduced in the frequencies. Red points are for KIC 9139163 whereas blue points
corresponds to the proxy.
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Figure 8. Stellar parameters derived from the minimization procedure as a function of the ν-dependent
frequency shift introduced in the frequencies. Red points are for KIC 8006161 whereas blue points
corresponds to the proxy.
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Figure 9. Stellar parameter derived from the minimization procedure as a function of the ν-dependent
frequency shift introduced in the frequencies. Red points are for KIC 9139163 whereas blue points
corresponds to the proxy.
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